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The inference net model recently described by Turtleand Croft [19, 20] has been shown to be an e�ective andgeneral basis for an information retrieval system. One ofthe purposes of this paper is to show how feedback tech-niques can be used with this model. This includes bothsimple techniques, as described by Salton and Buckley[15], and techniques that exploit the ability of the infer-ence net model to represent structure in the query.The other major topic addressed in this paper is thee�ect of full text collections on relevance feedback tech-niques. Virtually all of the previous relevance feed-back experiments have been done using collections ofdocument abstracts. Full text collections are becom-ing increasingly important, and there is the possibilitythat the increased amount of text in the identi�ed rel-evant documents will make the selection and weightingof terms more di�cult.1.1 Prior WorkWork on relevance feedback methods in information re-trieval has a long history [16, 4]. Rocchio [13] describesan elegant approach to relevance feedback in the vectorspace model. He shows how the optimal vector spacequery can be derived using vector addition and sub-traction if the sets of relevant and non-relevant docu-ments are known. Of course the optimal query cannotbe derived, as the full sets of relevant and non-relevantdocuments are not available. Relevance feedback judg-ments can, however, provide an approximation to thesesets that, empirically, does improve performance. Newterms are added to query by adding terms found in therelevant documents. The importance of query termsis adjusted by adding and subtracting correspondingweights found in relevant and non-relevant documents.In a recent paper, Salton and Buckley [15] report theresults of a number of relevance feedback techniques ona variety of document collections. In all but one col-lection, Salton and Buckley found average increases inprecision, averaged over �ve collections, ranging from60% to 90%.1 For two collections they found increasesof 170%. Little di�erence in performance was found be-tween adding a subset of the terms or adding all the1The evaluation of relevance feedback techniques is dis-cussed in section 3.3.



terms from relevant documents.Harman [5] reported relevance feedback results usinga simple probabilistic model and a single document col-lection. She looked at the e�ect of reweighting terms,various methods for selecting terms to expand a query,and the number of terms added to the query. For a va-riety of term selection methods, she found increases inprecision of between 65% to 110%. The method for se-lecting terms, and the number of terms added, had a no-ticeable e�ect on performance. When adding terms, theperformance of the most e�ective selection techniquespeaked after adding approximately 20 to 40 terms.1.2 Hypotheses TestedIn this paper, we extend the previous research on rele-vance feedback by testing the following six hypotheses:1. Relevance feedback is e�ective in the inference net-work framework. This involves showing that ba-sic techniques can be successfully implemented ina system based on the inference net model.2. Changing the relative importance of terms is e�ec-tive for relevance feedback. This hypothesis, whichhas been thoroughly examined with collections ofdocument abstracts, should be tested in a full textenvironment.3. Adding new terms to a query is e�ective for rel-evance feedback. This is another \known" resultthat needs testing in a full text environment.4. Di�erent methods for reweighting and selectingterms will have di�erent e�ectiveness. Combina-tions of di�erent techniques are also studied.5. The relative contribution of original query termsand added terms a�ects relevance feedback perfor-mance. This was shown by Salton and Buckleyusing collections of abstracts.6. Relevance feedback will be e�ective on queries thatcontain structured operators such as phrases andproximity.In the next section, we discuss how relevance feedbackcan be included in the inference net framework. Section3 describes the experiments which are carried out usingtwo test collections. Section 4 reports the results, andSection 5 summarizes them.2 Relevance Feedback and InferenceNetworks2.1 The Inference Net ModelTurtle and Croft [18, 19] introduced the inference net-work model of reasoning under uncertainty [7] to in-formation retrieval. Like simpler probabilistic retrievalmodels, this is a probability-based method that followsthe probability ranking principle [11]. However, ratherthan ranking documents by their calculated probabilitythat the document is relevant, (given the selected docu-ment and query), it ranks them based on the probabilitythat a document satis�es the user's information need.This di�ers from other probability-based methods, in

Figure 1: A generic inference network query.that the information need may be based on complex in-teractions between various sources of evidence and dif-ferent representations of the user's need. The user'squery is a primary contributor to structuring that rep-resentation, but other information, such as thesaurusinformation, can also be added.The details of the inference net model have been dis-cussed in previous papers and here we con�ne ourselvesto a brief overview in order to present the approach torelevance feedback.The inference network used for the simple model ofinformation retrieval is shown in Figure 1. There arefour kinds of nodes in this network. The di nodes repre-sent particular documents and correspond to the eventof observing that document. The rj nodes are conceptrepresentation nodes. These correspond to the conceptsthat describe the contents of a document. The qk nodesare query nodes. They correspond to the concepts usedto represent the information need of the user. The singleleaf node I corresponds to the (unknown) informationneed.The di nodes are roots of the network. To evalu-ate a particular document, the single corresponding dinode is instantiated and the resulting probabilities arepropagated through the network to derive a probabilityassociated with the I node. To generate a ranking forall documents in the collection, this occurs for each ofthe di nodes in the network. Each di node is instanti-ated only once and no other di nodes are active at thesame time. In other words each document is evaluatedseperately, not as part of a set of more than one relevantdocument.The probabilities associated with child nodes arebased on the probabilities of their parents and on a \link



Figure 2: An inference network for the query (and (andinformation retrieval) (not �les)).matrix" [19] that speci�es how to combine the evidencefrom the parents. The \link matrices" between the dinodes and the rj nodes represent the evidence for theproposition that this concept occurs in this document.The link matrices between the rj nodes and the qk nodesspecify how the representation concepts are combined toform the �nal probability. The di and rj nodes are staticfor a given collection and are constructed independentlyof any particular query. The qk and I portions of thenetwork are constructed individually for each query.Figure 2 shows a simple network for a query that re-quests documents concerning information retrieval butnot concerning �les. The portion above the horizon-tal dividing line can be constructed before any query isasked. The section below is the expression of the user'sinformation need and has been created speci�cally forthis request.2.2 Relevance FeedbackIn the vector space model, the basic relevance feedbackstrategy [13] for producing a new query, given an oldquery and relevance judgements, is as follows:Qnew = Qold + �Xrel DijDij �  Xnonrel DijDij (1)where the summation is taken over the known relevantand nonrelevant documents, and the Di represent doc-ument vectors. In the vector space model, then, rel-evance feedback involves changing weights associatedwith query terms and adding new terms to the origi-nal query.In the probabilistic model described by Robertson

and Sparck-Jones [12] and Van Rijsbergen [21], rele-vance feedback is described in di�erent terms. In thismodel, documents are ranked using a (generally) lineardiscriminant function in which each term correspondsto a representation concept in the collection. Typically,only the representation concepts found in the query havenon-zero values and the coe�cients of these terms areestimated using some model-speci�c function. A repre-sentative function isg(d) =Xi �log pi1� pi + log 1� qiqi � (2)where pi is the probability that term i occurs in a rel-evant document and qi is the probability that term ioccurs in a non-relevant document. The second term inthe summation is typically estimated using each term'sidf, and the �rst term is based on the characteristics ofthe set of known relevant documents. This term is ini-tially estimated using a �xed value (e.g., pi = 0:5) or avalue based on the frequency of the term in the query.In relevance feedback, we are given a sample of doc-uments that have been judged relevant, and we re-estimate our linear discriminant function based on thissample. This involves computing a new set of pi valuesfor equation 2, based on the relevant sample and addingthe top n relevant document terms (according to somemeasure) to the original query terms. Addition of newterms from the relevant documents was not done in earlyexperiments with the probabilistic model, although ithas been investigated subsequently. The probabilisticmodel does, in fact, indicate that the addition of theseterms, up to a point, should improve performance.Although the inference net model is a probabilisticmodel, there are di�erences from earlier models [18]. Inparticular, because this model does not use Bayesianinversion, there are no probabilities that correspond di-rectly to pi and qi. This means that feedback in theinference net model is not the same as in the model de-scribed by Robertson and Sparck-Jones. There are twobasic ways in which feedback can be incorporated inan inference network model: adding evidence or alter-ing the dependencies represented in the network. Thetwo approaches are fundamentally di�erent. Adding ev-idence always leaves the probability distribution repre-sented in the network unchanged, but alters beliefs inthe network to be consistent with that distribution. Al-tering the dependencies, either by changing the topologyof the network or by altering the link matrices, changesthe underlying probability distribution which, in turn,alters belief. The use of evidence is appropriate whenwe know that the distribution is \correct" (if, for exam-ple, the topology is known and the link matrices havebeen learned from a reliable sample). Evidential feed-back is appropriate in the document network which islargely determined by the characteristics of the collec-tion. Frisse and Cousins [3] use this approach to imple-ment feedback in a hierarchy of index terms associatedwith a hypertext medical handbook.Altering dependencies is appropriate when the initialnetwork is known to be an approximation to the correct



distribution and we obtain better information about thenature of the true distribution. This is the approach weuse to change the query network in response to userrelevance judgements.In the network model, queries are represented bylinks between query nodes and the information neednode, and query term weights are represented using the\weighted sum" form of the link matrix at the infor-mation need node [18]. This operator takes as inputthe probabilities from the parent nodes and a vectorof weights that describes how much each parent shouldcontribute to the �nal probability. The computation ofthis operator is easily interpreted | it computes the be-lief in this node as the weighted average of the beliefs inthe parents. The weights used can be any weights thatindicate the relative importance of di�erent parents.The basic relevance feedback strategy of adding termsto the query and recalculating weights is implemented inthe inference net by adding links between the informa-tion need node and the query concepts to be added, andre-estimating the link matrix weights based on the sam-ple of relevant documents rather than on the query text.The fact that we are explicitly modifying the query,means that the inference net model can accurately sim-ulate the vector space approach to feedback. However,since this is a probabilistic model, it should be possibleto say what probabilities are being re-estimated duringfeedback instead of talking about changing weights. Inthe link matrix for the weighted sum operator, which isused for relevance feedback, the weight associated witha query term is used to estimate the probability that aninformation need is satis�ed given that a document isrepresented by that term. Simple relevance feedback inthe inference net model, then, involves re-estimation ofthat probability instead of the pi probability in earliermodels.In summary relevance feedback using the inferencenetwork model adds new terms as parents of a querynode using a weighted sum link matrix, and re-estimatesthe relative weights of the parents' contributions to thatweighted sum.2.3 Feedback with Structured QueriesA number of models have been proposed for using rel-evance feedback with Boolean retrieval systems [14, 17,10, 9]. While some of these models have been shownto signi�cantly improve performance when compared toconventional Boolean retrieval, they are not attractivein the context of the network model. These models gen-erally adapt probabilistic relevance feedback techniquesto estimate weights for terms in very restricted Booleanquery forms (e.g., disjunctive normal form with no nega-tion and and terms containing at most three repre-sentation concepts). Since these models do not makeuse of any linguistic or domain knowledge, it is unlikelythat they will a�ord performance gains that cannot beachieved with normal probabilistic relevance feedback.The development of an e�ective relevance feedbackmechanism for Boolean and structured queries [2] is apotentially important area for further research. Encod-

ing feedback information in a structured query couldimprove performance more than in a simple query sinceit is possible to encode information in the structuredquery that can not be represented in a simple vector ofterms.A number of techniques for feedback with structuredqueries are possible. In this paper, we report prelimi-nary experiments that focus on queries that incorporatephrase structure identi�ed in the queries.3 ExperimentsExperiments were carried out with two di�erent doc-ument collections. The CACM collection is a stan-dard collection of 3,204 documents with text from thetitle and (sometimes) abstract. It contains less than2 megabytes of text. We used two query sets. The�rst was a 50 query subset of the standard natural lan-guage queries that we have used in many previous ex-periments. The second set, which was used for testingfeedback with structured queries, augmented these 50queries by adding manually selected phrases [2].The WEST collection consists of 11,953 full text legaldocuments. It contains approximately 250 megabytesof text. The documents contain an average of ap-proximately 3,250 words and 530 unique terms. Weused a set of 34 natural language queries provided withthe WEST collection as the standard query set. Thequeries contain an average of 9.4 unique terms. Rele-vance judgements were obtained by expert judgement ofthe highly-ranked documents. The structured queriesfor the WEST collection were created by recognizingphrases from a legal dictionary.The following sections discuss the two groups of rele-vance feedback experiments. The major group is madeup of the the experiments that use the word-basedqueries. The second group is made up of the prelim-inary experiments with the structured queries.3.1 Word-Based QueriesIn order to test the hypotheses mentioned in section 1.2.We examined the following independent variables:1. The collection.2. Methods for selecting new terms.3. Methods for reweighting terms.4. Relative weighting of query terms and new terms.5. Number of terms added.The number of variables led to a very large numberof experiments. Summaries of the results are presentedin this paper.3.1.1 Term Selection MethodsA variety of methods were used for selecting terms toadd to the query. Each of the methods described belowis designed to provide a numeric value for each term.The terms were then sorted by this number and thetop n of them were added to the query. If tied scoresrequired adding more than n terms to the query, thetied terms were not added.



1. EMIM: This is the expected mutual information be-tween term occurrence in a document and the judg-ment of the document as relevant [6],[21, pg 123].The formula for the calculation isXi2ftk;tkgj2fR;RgPi;j log� Pi;jPi � Pj� :Pi;j is the probability that a judged document hasboth characteristics i and j. Pl is the probabilitythat a judged document has the value of character-istic l collapsing over the value of the other variable.We let tk stand for the event that term k occurs ina particular document and tk stand for the eventthat the term does not occur in a particular doc-ument. Similarly, let R and R stand for the eventthat a particular document is, or is, not relevant. Inthis application, the calculation looks at each com-bination of the term occurring (or not occurring)in a relevant (or non-relevant) document. It com-putes a measure of the predictiveness of the termoccurrence for relevance. This measure is equiva-lent to the information gain measure used in theID3 learning algorithm [8] to select nodes in a de-cision tree. However, the classi�cation algorithmthat is used is quite di�erent.2. PMIM: This computes the EMIM score for just thestate where the term is present and the documentis relevant. Speci�cally, it computes:Ptk;R log� Ptk;RPtk � PR�3. P 4: This is the probability that the document willbe correctly classi�ed as relevant (or not) depend-ing on the occurrence (or absence) of the term tk.it is computed as:(Ptk;R)�Ptk;R��1� Ptk;R��1� Ptk;R�4. idf: Idf is de�ned as log� collection size# documents containing tk�.If we de�ne Ptk to be the probability that a ran-domly selected document contains the term tk, thenidf is also � logPtk . Taking the antilog of thelog factor gives us a function monotonic with idf:(�1)(Ptk). The �1 factor serves to invert the roleof minimization and maximization. Selecting theterms with high values from this measure will se-lect terms will low probabilities of appearing in arandomly-selected document. Idf selection favorsterms that are unlikely to appear in a document bychance.5. rd�df: This is product of a term's idf and the num-ber of relevant and judged documents in which itappears. Since idf is monotonic with (�1)(Ptk)multiplying this by df and taking the antilog ofdf � logPtk gives us (�1)�Ptkdf�. Again the �1serves to interchange the the roles of maximization

and minimization.Since Ptk is the probability that one could selecta single document and have the term tk appear init Ptkdf is the probability that one could select dfdocuments from the collection randomly and havethis term appear in all of them. In other words, se-lecting the terms with the highest rd�df score is thesame as selecting the terms with the lowest proba-bility of appearing by chance in the set of relevantdocuments.6. rtf: This is simply the frequency of the term in thedocuments judged relevant by the user.7. rt�df: This is the frequency of the term in the doc-uments judged relevant by the user multiplied bythe idf of the term. The idf factor provides a cor-rection for the possibility that a term will occur ina document by chance.3.1.2 Term Weighting MethodsThe last two selection methods also make plausibleterm weighting methods and are the two methods ex-plored. They are plausible as we expect terms thatare related to relevance to occur often in relevant docu-ments.3.1.3 Relative Weighting of Query Terms andAdded TermsIt is possible that terms from di�erent sources shouldnot be given the same weight. Salton and Buckley[15] found that during relevance feedback a 75%-25%weighting split between terms from relevant documentsand terms from non-relevant documents was better thanequal weighting. This does not precisely correspondwith our experimental setup as we do not consider non-relevant documents. However, it suggests that relativeweighting may be an important variable. Therefore, weexamined a number of di�erent weighting distributionsfrom equal weighting of original query terms and addedterms to weighting that was 90% original terms and 10%added terms. In vector space retrieval this variationwould be accomplished by setting  to 0 and varying �in equation 1.3.1.4 Number of Terms AddedIf term selection is important, then the number ofterms added to a query must also be important. Har-man [5] found that adding between 20 and 40 terms ledto peak performance. Adding either fewer or more termsdecreased performance. We therefore examined addingvarious numbers of terms to the query. For CACM,we examined adding between 0 and 150 new terms. Be-cause of the greater cost of running WEST experiments,we considered only adding 0 to 100 terms.3.2 Structured QueriesAdditional experiments were run to determine the ef-fectiveness of relevance feedback for structured queries.For both the WEST and CACM collections, the follow-ing three experiments were tried:



1. Relevance feedback on queries containing phraseoperators [2].2. Relevance feedback with all phrase operators re-placed by proximity operators. With proximity op-erators, the belief in phrase concepts is based en-tirely on the presence of the words in proximity toeach other.3. Relevance feedback where the modi�ed query con-structed by relevance feedback deleted all the struc-tured operators in the original query but kept theoriginal terms.In these experiments, no new structured terms wereadded by relevance feedback | the structured termsserved to increase the baseline performance of thequeries. These terms were reweighted through relevancefeedback to see if reweighting of structured terms wase�ective. For all of these experiments additional singleterms were added to the query as in the single wordexperiments.These were preliminary experiments designed to as-sess the utility of current relevance feedback methods onstructured queries. They were run using a set of param-eters found to be e�ective during the prior experiments.3.3 Evaluation of Relevance FeedbackExperimentsThe evaluation of relevance feedback performance mustbe somewhat di�erent than that used for a typical in-formation retrieval experiment. Normally documentsare ranked and presented to the user only once. Withrelevance feedback, the user has seen and judged someof the documents before the relevance feedback queryis evaluated. When assessing the e�ectiveness of rel-evance feedback, the ranks of these judged documentsare not relevant and may even be misleading. Theymust be factored out of the evaluation of the e�ective-ness of relevance feedback. We do this by using theresidual collection method [1]. Judged documents areremoved from the document rankings produced by boththe original query and the relevance feedback query.Recall-precision values are then used to summarize per-formance. These recall-precision values measure perfor-mance for only those documents the user hasn't seen.The percentage increase (or decrease) can then be usedto determine if the user would have been better o� con-tinuing to use the ranking given by the original queryor the one produced by the relevance feedback query.The disadvantage of this approach is that the methodsit compares must be based on identical baselines.While the residual collection method is commonlyused to report relevance feedback results, any directcomparison with other published results must be madecarefully, as there are inevitable di�erences in collectionsand in retrieval and indexing algorithms. Performancefor each experiment is measured by the average preci-sion at 3 recall points: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. E�ectivenessof relevance feedback was measured by the percentagechange from the baseline condition of continuing to usethe original query. Any query which had no remain-ing unjudged relevant documents after the initial user

judgement was dropped from the analysis. User judge-ments were simulated by assuming the documents thatappeared in both the supplied list of relevant documentsand the top ranked 15 documents for this query werejudged relevant. Other documents appearing in the top15 documents were assumed to be non-relevant.When comparing results across collections, these per-centage increase �gures were inappropriate as there aredi�erences in the basic level of performance for the twocollections. To compensate, the percentage increase val-ues reported for individual collections were normalizedto be a percentage of the collection maximum increasewhen reporting combined data. The experiments canthen be compared across collections on the basis of theirperformance relative to the best method for their owncollection.4 Results4.1 Results for Simple QueriesE�ect of number of terms addedTypical results for reweighting terms and adding newterms to a query are seen in Figure 3. This clearlyshows the e�ectiveness of both reweighting the origi-nal query terms (adding 0 terms) and of adding ad-ditional terms. For CACM, the e�ect is very clear.Adding terms increases performance for all selectionmethods. For WEST, the increase depends on the se-lection method. However, the best methods are furtherimproved by adding terms. The hypotheses that therelevance feedback is e�ective, and that reweighting andterm addition are both e�ective, are supported.E�ects of other variablesBecause of the number of experiments, examining eachexperiment separately is infeasible. We summarize theresults of adding terms by characterizing the perfor-mance for each condition by the maximum increase forany number of terms added. Tables 1 and 2 show themaximum percent increase over the baseline results foreach collection individually. Table 3 presents the per-centage of maximum results collapsed across collectionsfor the rtf and rt�df weighting schemes. The main con-clusions are:1. Term reweighting is e�ective for both abstract andfull text collections, although the percentage in-creases are much smaller with the full text WESTcollection.2. Adding additional terms is generally also e�ective.For the CACM collection, the number of termsadded does not seem to be critical. In the WESTcollection, adding too many additional terms canactually decrease performance.3. The e�ect of the term weighting method dependson the collection used. However, rt�df weightingproduces good results on both collections.4. Performance is somewhat improved by weightingthe added terms less than the query terms.



Figure 3: Typical performance of relevance feedback for the WEST and CACM collections using rt�df term reweightingand relative weighting factors of 65% for original query terms and 35% for new terms. Each line represents aparticular collection, term selection combination.With regard to the hypotheses put forward in section1.2, we see that the �rst three are supported. Relevancefeedback with the inference net is e�ective. It producesperformance increases under many combinations of vari-ables, and these increases can be as large as 118% onthe CACM collection. Both the term reweighting andthe term addition methods contribute to this increase.Given that the CACM baseline is higher than that usedin the Salton and Buckley experiments, this is very goodperformance.As suggested by the fourth hypothesis, the choice ofselection method has an e�ect. However, the overallpattern of di�erences is not consistent for the two col-lections and no simple interpretation can be made.The status of the �fth hypothesis is less than clear.The extreme relative weighting of 90% for query termsand 10% for added terms was poor, but the rest of theconditions were fairly similar in performance. The e�ectof this variable varies by collection. Relative weightinghas a larger e�ect on the CACM collection than on theWEST collection.The other overall observation we make is that whilerelevance feedback is e�ective, it appears to be muchless e�ective on the full text collection than it is withthe collection of abstracts.Based on the results in Table 3, a good overall feed-back method is rd�df term selection with rt�df termweighting and a 65%/35% split between the query termand added term weights. This combination provides90.4% of the peak performance for each collection, with

little variation between the collections. This is notthe maximum increase over all conditions, but it pro-vides nearly the performance of the peak combination(91.3% for the PMIM term selection method with rt�dfterm weighting and 75%/25% relative contributions).In addition, the rd�df selection method does not requireuser judgements of non-relevance. The user is only re-quired to accurately assess relevant documents ratherthan judge all the documents in the top n documentspresented.4.2 Structured QueriesThe results for structured queries are presented graphi-cally in Figure 4. It is important to note that the struc-tured queries for each collection have two di�erent start-ing baselines. The resulting percentage increase �guresmust therefore be compared with caution. Of the threekinds of experiments run for each collection, two of theexperiments start with same initial queries that containphrase operators. They therefore have the same base-line. For the other experiment, the phrase operatorshave been changed to proximity operators in the ini-tial queries. However, the di�erences in the baselinesbetween the phrase-based and proximity-based queriesare not large. For the CACM collection, the baseline re-trieval precision is 35.3 for the proximity-based queriesand 38.5 for the phrase-based queries. The baseline forphrase-based queries show an improvement of 9.1%. Forthe WEST collection, the corresponding precision val-ues are 55.9 and 56.9. Phrase queries are 1.7% better



selection relative query term and added term weightingmethod equal 60-40 65-35 70-30 75-25 80-20 85-15 90-10 averagertf weightingrd�df 82.9 88.5 90.8 86.0 83.1 82.3 79.4 70.9 83.0EMIM 84.9 91.8 90.5 91.5 88.1 82.3 77.9 68.8 84.5idf 94.4 95.0 98.7 94.1 88.5 81.8 75.9 67.6 87.0PMIM 84.6 89.2 93.8 96.0 90.0 83.8 78.4 67.8 85.5P 4 78.1 86.3 84.1 84.6 83.7 81.4 76.5 71.4 80.8rtf 76.3 82.0 83.3 83.1 85.0 79.9 75.6 67.6 79.1rt�df 84.1 91.2 90.0 86.2 84.7 82.0 77.3 69.8 83.2average 83.6 89.1 90.2 88.8 86.2 81.9 77.3 69.1 83.3rt�df weightingrd�df 97.3 102.9 106.7 109.1 110.1 108.0 108.8 92.5 104.4EMIM 106.7 110.7 109.1 113.3 116.6 112.5 109.2 91.5 108.7idf 102.0 107.9 110.0 110.3 110.6 106.9 105.6 90.6 105.5PMIM 100.3 106.7 109.6 110.5 117.9 118.2 108.9 91.3 107.9P 4 96.7 99.3 105.7 107.8 109.0 106.8 107.5 90.3 102.9rtf 94.9 101.0 104.5 106.1 107.7 106.9 107.7 90.6 102.4rt�df 100.8 106.2 113.0 109.0 109.1 108.3 107.6 92.2 105.8average 99.8 105.0 108.4 109.4 111.6 109.7 107.9 91.3 105.4Table 1: Average increase in performance for the relevance feedback modi�ed query over the continuation of theoriginal query for the CACM collection using two weighting methods and seven term selection methods.selection relative query term and added term weightingmethod equal 60-40 65-35 70-30 75-25 80-20 85-15 90-10 averagertf weightingrd�df 40.1 38.2 37.1 37.0 36.6 36.1 36.2 34.9 37.0EMIM 39.8 37.4 36.8 38.2 40.4 40.0 36.4 34.7 38.0idf 32.4 32.2 32.2 31.2 31.1 31.1 31.1 27.1 31.1PMIM 39.9 38.7 38.2 38.0 38.2 39.8 36.0 35.5 38.0P 4 40.2 38.6 37.8 39.1 40.0 39.1 36.0 35.6 38.3rtf 29.4 30.4 31.7 30.6 30.5 30.5 30.1 30.9 30.5rt�df 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.5 29.4 31.8 28.0average 35.5 34.6 34.4 34.4 34.8 34.9 33.6 32.9 34.4rt�df weightingrd�df 36.2 36.6 36.6 35.2 35.7 34.4 35.1 36.2 35.8EMIM 31.1 32.4 32.8 32.7 33.1 32.9 32.4 31.6 32.4idf 27.2 27.6 27.1 26.4 25.2 25.1 24.8 24.8 26.0PMIM 29.6 30.8 31.7 32.4 33.5 32.9 32.9 33.3 32.1P 4 33.0 34.0 32.9 33.6 33.8 33.6 35.3 32.4 33.6rtf 32.1 31.4 30.0 30.5 28.8 27.3 26.6 27.6 29.3rt�df 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 27.4 24.9average 30.5 31.0 30.8 30.8 30.7 30.1 30.2 30.5 30.6Table 2: Average increase in performance for the relevance feedback modi�ed query over the continuation of theoriginal query for the WEST collection using two weighting methods and seven term selection methods.



for WEST.For CACM, without adding terms, we see an increaseof about 5% over the baseline except when using prox-imity operators. There we see an increase of 80%. Afteradding additional terms, the proximity condition even-tually rises up to a 20% gain. The other conditions riseto about a 50% gain. For the phrase-based queries thereis little di�erence in performance between the queriesthat continue to contain phrases and those where thephrase operator is deleted.ForWEST, the increases are smaller. Without addingterms, the increases in performance are small (at most5.5%). When adding additional terms phrase-basedqueries produce a 11% increase in performance. Whendeleting the initial structure the performance of sim-ple reweighting of terms is little changed over the base-line. The queries containing proximity operators haveincreases of approximately 20%.If we take a 10% improvement in performance as a cri-terion, then in �ve of the six conditions relevance feed-back does produce improvements. The improvementsare dramatic for the CACM collection. The improve-ments are much smaller for the large, full text, WESTcollection.Discussion of Structured QueriesAdding terms does increase the performance of struc-tured queries. Simply reweighting the terms in thestructured query usually does not seem to increase per-formance a great deal. One possible explanation forthis decreased performance, relative to the word-basedqueries, is that using appropriate phrases increases thebaseline performance a great deal and this may may itdi�cult to further increase performance. However, thecontinuing increase in performance, when adding terms,makes this unlikely. A second explanation may be thatthe appropriate methods for selecting terms or reweight-ing parts of structured terms are not the same as thosefor single terms. The current implementation of thephrase operator measures belief in a phrase conceptby the presence of single words as well as words in prox-imity. Therefore, our current method of simply countingwords in proximity to calculate a new weight for thesephrases is probably not appropriate. For the proximity-based queries, the counting-based reweighting methodsare more appropriate, and are more successful.Support for the sixth hypothesis is in section 1.2 isclear. Relevance feedback can e�ectively be done onstructured queries. However, the process is less e�ectivethan for word-based queries.5 General DiscussionAs discussed in section 4.1 and section 4.2, four of the sixhypotheses given at the start of the paper are supported.We �nd that the general hypothesis, that relevance feed-back in inference networks is e�ective, is strongly sup-ported. Under many di�erent combinations, we get sig-ni�cant increases in performance and, for the CACMcollection, these performance increases seem to be com-parable to those observed using the vector space model.

The increases are robust over many combinations of con-ditions. For the CACM collection, the average peak in-crease over all the conditions was approximately 90%.For the WEST collection, the average peak increase wasover 30%.For structured queries, the results are less compelling.While still e�ective, the increases in performance aregenerally much smaller. As mentioned previously, thetechniques used for single term queries may not be thebest methods for structured queries and more experi-ments are needed to explore this further.One striking pattern in the data is that there are largedi�erences in performance between the two collectionsused here. It is far easier to get large performance in-creases with the CACM collection than with the WESTcollection. An interesting question is whether this maybe due to the superiority of relevance feedback methodswhen there is less text or whether initial performancein a full text collection might be superior to that for aselected text collection. That would leave less room forrelevance feedback to improve performance. Our cur-rent data does not address this question, but it is anextremely important issue that needs to be understood.It may be that new techniques must be developed fore�ective feedback performance on full text collections.For neither the unstructured or structured queries dowe believe that we have found optimal selection andweighting methods. The ones chosen were based on pre-vious research. Further research may well �nd othersthat would be better.References[1] Y. K. Chang, C. Cirillo, and J. Razon. Evalua-tion of Feedback Retrieval using Modi�ed Freezing,Residual Collection, and Test and Control Groups,chapter 17, pages 355{370. Prentice-Hall Inc.,1971. in The SMART Retrieval System: Experi-ments in Automatic Document Processing.[2] W. Bruce Croft, Howard R. Turtle, and David D.Lewis. The use of phrases and structured queriesin information retrieval. In Proceedings of the 14thAnnual International Conference on Research andDevelopment in Information Retrieval, pages 32{45, Chicago, 1991. SIGIR.[3] Mark E. Frisse and S. B. Cousins. Informationretrieval from hypertext: Update on the dynamicmedical handbook project. In Proceedings of Hy-pertext 89, pages 199{212. ACM Press, 1989.[4] Donna Harman. Relevance feedback and otherquery modi�cation techniques. In W. B. Frakes andR. S. Baeza-Yates, editors, Information Retrieval:Data Structures and Algorithms, chapter 11, pages241{263. Prentice Hall, 1992.[5] Donna Harman. Relevance feedback revisited. InProceedings of the 15th Annual International ACMSIGIR Conference on Research and Developementin Information Retrieval, pages 1{10. SIGIR, 1992.



selection relative query term and added term weightingmethod equal 60-40 65-35 70-30 75-25 80-20 85-15 90-10 averagertf weightingrd�df 84.7 84.7 84.3 82.2 80.4 79.5 78.4 73.2 80.9EMIM 85.2 85.1 83.8 86.0 87.3 84.3 78.0 72.0 82.7idf 80.0 80.0 81.6 78.4 75.9 73.1 70.6 62.1 75.2PMIM 85.2 85.6 87.0 87.6 85.3 84.7 77.7 72.6 83.2P 4 82.8 84.3 82.4 84.2 84.9 82.8 76.9 74.3 81.6rtf 68.7 72.3 74.5 73.0 73.7 71.5 69.2 66.8 71.2rt�df 69.0 72.0 71.5 69.9 69.2 68.7 69.1 68.9 69.8average 79.4 80.6 80.7 80.2 79.6 77.8 74.3 70.0 77.8rt�df weightingrd�df 86.0 88.8 90.4 89.7 90.8 88.3 89.5 83.9 88.4EMIM 83.6 86.9 86.7 88.4 90.3 88.3 86.3 77.8 86.0idf 76.8 79.8 80.1 79.3 78.0 76.3 75.4 69.0 76.8PMIM 79.1 83.3 85.6 86.8 91.3 90.7 86.8 79.8 85.4P 4 81.7 84.1 85.4 87.2 87.9 86.8 89.2 78.3 85.1rtf 79.9 81.6 81.3 82.6 81.2 79.0 78.5 72.5 79.6rt�df 73.0 75.2 78.1 76.4 76.5 76.1 75.8 72.9 75.5average 80.0 82.8 84.0 84.4 85.1 83.6 83.1 76.3 82.4Table 3: Average performance of relevance feedback across collections using rtf and rt�df term reweighting. Tomake results for di�erent collections comparable the results for each collection were transformed from percentageimprovement over the baseline to percentage of the maximum performance obtained over each collection for anyexperiment.

Figure 4: Performance of relevance feedback on structured queries for the WEST and CACM collections using rd�dfterm selection and rt�df term reweighting.
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